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Internal capital market is a mechanism that puts the cash flow from multi channels 
together, then allocates them to different parts of the enterprise or different companies of 
the enterprise group, eventually to achieve the effective flow and allocation of capital  
within the enterprise. With the development of enterprise groups, the efficiency of internal 
capital market attracts more and more attention. In emerging markets like China, due to 
the constraints of financing, many enterprises face severe external financing constraints. 
So the effective capital allocation of the internal capital market eases the external 
financing constraints to some extent. However, the listed companies are mostly controlled 
through pyramid ownership structure by enterprise groups. The corporate governance 
problem as the high ownership concentration, the separation of control power and cash 
flow rights and the complexity of the control relationship, in addition to the unsound legal 
protection of investors, may make the capital allocation of the internal capital market   
being the tool of tunnelling by the ultimate controlling shareholder. That is to say, the 
internal capital market has the function of tunnelling, which leads to the severely damage 
to the interests of the external medium and small investors. Therefore, re-examining the 
status and problems of the internal capital market within Chinese enterprise groups under 
the unique context in china, is of theoretical meaning and practical value to regulate the 
internal capital market then make internal capital market function better and supply 
services for enterprise group. 
This paper is divided into six chapters. The first chapter starts with the background of 
the internal capital market and current problem with internal capital market in Chinese 
enterprise groups, and then points out that the contents of this paper. The second chapter 
reviews and summarizes the domestic and foreign internal capital market theory and 
empirical research literature. The third chapter first introduces the formation and operation 















internal capital market. Based on the previous paper, the fourth chapter discusses the 
factors for tunneling function of internal capital market from external and internal 
perspectives. Based on the theoretical analysis on the fourth chapter, the five chapter 
analyses the mode of operation, impact and factors of tunneling of Fuxing’s internal 
capital market. Finally the sixth chapter proposes some appropriate recommendations for 
improvement. 
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生。从 20 世纪 60 年代末 70 年代初，Alchian（1969）、Williamson（1970，1975）
首次提出“内部资本市场”的概念开始，内部资本市场理论逐渐成为了企业内部
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